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The local linear stability of electron drift waves and ion temperature gradient modes �ITG� is
investigated in a quasihelically symmetric �QHS� stellarator and a conventional asymmetric
�Mirror� stellarator. The geometric details of the different equilibria are emphasized. Eigenvalue
equations for the models are derived using the ballooning mode formalism and solved numerically
using a standard shooting technique in a fully three-dimensional stellarator configuration. While the
eigenfunctions have a similar shape in both magnetic geometries, they are slightly more localized
along the field line in the QHS case. The most unstable electron drift modes are strongly localized
at the symmetry points �where stellarator symmetry is present� and in the regions where normal
curvature is unfavorable and magnitude of the local magnetic shear and magnetic field is minimum.
The presence of a large positive local magnetic shear in the bad curvature region is found to be
destabilizing. Electron drift modes are found to be more affected by the normal curvature than by
the geodesic curvature. The threshold of stability of the ITG modes in terms of �i is found to be 2/3
in this fluid model consistent with the smallest threshold for toroidal geometry with adiabatic
electrons. Optimization to favorable drift wave stability has small field line curvature, short
connection lengths, the proper combination of geodesic curvature and local magnetic shear, large
values of local magnetic shear, and the compression of flux surfaces in the unfavorable curvature
region. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2130313�
I. INTRODUCTION

Drift wave instabilities have been extensively studied in
axi-symmetric tokamaks using linear and non-linear drift
wave theories. However, very limited work on these insta-
bilities in fully three-dimensional stellarator geometries have
been published �see, e.g., Refs. 1–9�. This is due to its com-
plicated three-dimensional structure and the related high
resolution requirements for a numerical treatment. Further-
more, transport in conventional stellarators has been charac-
terized by strong neoclassical levels, and anomalous trans-
port has therefore had less importance. However, modern
stellarators10,11 are designed to minimize neoclassical trans-
port, potentially leading to anomalous transport originating
from electrostatic turbulence as the primary cause of energy
and particle losses. Stellarators are flexible devices allowing
for a multitude of possible variations in the configurations. It
is therefore of great interest to consider geometrical details
on drift wave stability. The objective of this paper is to in-
vestigate the linear properties of drift waves using cold ion
�i��12 and ion-temperature-gradient �ITG� models13–15 in he-
lically symmetric stellarator with the purpose of contributing
to the understanding of the geometrical effects on these in-
stabilities.

A four-field period HSX �helical symmetric experiment�
stellarator16 is selected to study the effect of geometrical
properties such as local magnetic shear, magnetic field
strength, normal curvature, geodesic curvature, plasma shap-
ing, on the mode localization, mode structure, and stability.
The Helically Symmetric Experiment �HSX� is a quasiheli-
cally symmetric stellarator experiment �QHS�10,11 at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison. HSX has a major radius of

1.2 m and a minor radius of 0.09–0.13 m, depending on the
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machine configuration. It is a unique toroidal experiment that
has an aspect ratio of eight, but a toroidal curvature close to
zero. Hence it has a helical axis of symmetry closely ap-
proximate to the helical symmetry present in a straight stel-
larator. By restoring an axis of symmetry to a toroidal stel-
larator, the quasihelical stellarator solves one of the
fundamental disadvantages of conventional stellarators; the
poor neoclassical transport in the low collisionality regime.
In addition to the modular coils that provide the base QHS
configuration, there is an additional set of auxiliary coils that
break the helically symmetry and allow the neoclassical
transport and the stability limit to be independentally con-
trolled. Specifically, operating HSX in the Mirror mode con-
figuration increases the neoclassical transport and parallel
viscous damping by orders of magnitude �back to the level of
conventional stellarators� without appreciable changes in the
rotational transform, magnetic well depth, or ideal local
MHD stability limit. Neoclassical transport is optimized in
QHS; it is likely that anomalous transport originating from
electrostatic turbulence as the primary cause of energy and
particle losses will become dominant. In particular, electron
drift waves are likely to dominate in HSX plasma since
ECRH heating produces plasma with Te /Ti�1. Hence, elec-
tron drift waves and the associated anomalous transport are
emphasized. The influence of plasma geometry on linear
drift waves is studied in the QHS configuration and the re-
sults are compared and contrasted with the results of a Mirror
configuration which has high neoclassical transport. The im-
portant question to be discussed here is whether one stellar-
ator geometry is favored over another or if an effective op-
timization is possible with regard to microinstabilities.
In the model for the electron drift waves, we assume a
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response close to adiabatic for the electrons and a cold ion
response. The reason to consider this simple model is to
emphasize the effect of geometry. Specifically, the role of
local magnetic shear and magnetic field curvature on the
structure and stability of the modes is examined. Linear sta-
bility of ITG modes is also studied using a two fluid reactive
model that includes first order finite Larmor radius �FLR�
effects as well as parallel ion dynamics and Boltzmann elec-
trons. Both models are formulated in the ballooning
representation17 and the drift wave problem is set as an ei-
genvalue equation along a magnetic field line. To solve the
drift wave equations, we have used standard shooting tech-
nique and are applying Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin �WKB�
type boundary conditions.

In general, we have found that the most unstable modes
are more localized along the field line. This is true for both
geometries. While the eigenfunction in both geometries is
similar, modes are found to be more localized in the QHS
case than in the Mirror case. Additionally, the growth rate is
found to be somewhat smaller in the Mirror case due to the
slightly smaller bad curvature and large �B� in the Mirror
geometry. The effect of the local shear of the magnetic field
and local shaping of the neighboring flux surfaces is also
found to be important. The existence of the high frequency
modes, their localization along the field lines, and their fre-
quencies and growth rates are found to be strongly dependent
on the local magnetic shear and the normal curvature. How-
ever, modes are not appreciably affected by geodesic curva-
ture. The edge is found to be more unstable as compared to
center. This is due to the scaling of the field line bending
which is large at the center and small at the edge.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II, the equilibrium magnetic field is specified in straight
field line coordinates and the contravariant and covariant ba-
sis vectors are calculated. The equilibrium is computed using
the variational moments equilibrium �VMEC�18 code with
fixed boundary conditions for QHS and Mirror configura-
tions. In Sec. III and Sec. IV, the i� and ITG models are used
as physical models to describe the electron drift modes and
the ion-temperature-gradient modes. In Sec. V the results and
a discussion thereof are presented. Finally, a summary is
given in Sec VI.

II. THE MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION OF THE
TOROIDAL SYSTEM

The magnetic field configurations can be expressed in
terms of the Boozer flux coordinates �s ,� ,�� where � and �
are generalized poloidal and toroidal angles and s=2�� /�p

is the normalized flux �radial� coordinate as given in Ref. 19.
By construction, the radial label ranges from 0 �at the mag-
netic axis� to 1 �at the last closed magnetic surface�. Here
2�� is the poloidal magnetic flux bounded by the magnetic
axis and the �=const. surface and �p=�B0ā2 /q, the total
poloidal magnetic flux. Here B0 is the magnetic field at the
axis, ā is the average minor radius, q=2� / � is the safety
factor, and �= ���� is the rotational transform which measures
the helical twist of the magnetic field lines. The magnetic

field B is expressed as
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B = �	 Ã �� = �̇ � 	 Ã �s, with �̇ �
d�

ds
=

B0ā2

2q
,

�1�

which fulfills � ·B=0 and B ·��=B ·�	=0, implying that �
and 	 are stream functions �constant along a field line� of the
magnetic field. It further implies that �=const. is a magnetic
flux surface and that 	=�−q� is a field line label on this
surface. A given magnetic flux surface can be represented by
a square cell 0
��2�, 0
��2� with the edges �
=0, 2� and �=0,2� topologically identified. While the
equilibrium is periodic in � and �, for the eigenvalue prob-
lem using ballooning formalism, described in the next sec-
tion, the magnetic field lines lie in the domain −�����,
−�����.20 The equilibrium code VMEC solves the MHD
force balance equation

J Ã B = �P , �2�

in three-dimensional geometry. Here J=0� �B is the
plasma current, 0 is the permeability of free space, and P is
the isotropic plasma pressure. In VMEC, two flux surface
quantities are prescribed. One is the net toroidal plasma cur-
rent enclosed within each flux tube and the second is the
plasma pressure profile. In this paper we use the same
plasma pressure profile for all VMEC equilibria. The equi-
libria for the QHS and the Mirror configurations are com-
puted with fixed boundary conditions and for a set of 98
magnetic surfaces. The VMEC code uses a coordinate sys-
tem that has been optimized by minimizing the number of
harmonics required to represent the equilibrium quantities so
that the equilibrium calculation is very efficient. However,
the VMEC coordinate system is not a straight field line co-
ordinate system. Thus, before solving the drift wave equa-
tion, we first transform the equilibrium to Boozer coordi-
nates. The VMEC code uses an inverse equilibrium
representation, in which the real space cylindrical coordi-
nates are given by Fourier expansions. The Boozer system
and the standard cylindrical coordinates �R ,�c ,z� are related
through the Fourier series �for a given magnetic surface, s
=constant�

R = �
m=0

np

�
n=−nt

nt

Rmn�s�cos�m� + nN�� ,

�c = � −
2�

N
�
m=0

np

�
n=−nt

nt

�mn�s�sin�m� + nN�� , �3�

z = �
m=0

np

�
n=−nt

nt

zmn�s�sin�m� + nN�� .

Here np and nt are the maximum poloidal and toroidal
Fourier components and are both input parameters of
VMEC, and N is the number of field period, which is differ-
ent for different fusion machines. In this case, we use np

=12, nt=8, and N=4. The Fourier coefficients Rmn, �mn, and
zmn, and the rotational transform � are calculated as function
of the flux coordinate s by the VMEC code18 and then

21,22
mapped over to the Boozer coordinate system �s ,� ,��.
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The position vector rp of any point �s ,� ,�� at a flux surface
s in the coordinate system �x ,y ,z� is rp

= �R cos �c ,R sin �c ,z� where the covariant basis vectors in
the Boozer coordinate system are

es =
�rp

�s
, e� =

�rp

��
, e� =

�rp

��
, �4�

and the associated contravariant basis vectors

�s � es =
e� Ã e�

J
, � � � e� =

e� Ã es

J
,

�5�

�� � e� =
es Ã e�

J
.

The covariant basis vector e� is tangent to the � coordinate
curves, which lies at the intersection of the coordinate sur-
faces s=constant and �=constant. The contravariant basis
vector �� is perpendicular to the coordinate surface �
=constant. The Jacobian �the determinant of the matrix pro-
duced by nine partial derivatives� of the transformation J can
be calculated using the set of covariant basis vectors

J � es · e� Ã e� =
�̇

B2�B� + qB�� , �6�

where B� and B�, the covariant components of B, are surface
quantities, i.e., B�=B��s� and B�=B��s�. Having calculated
the derivatives of the cylindrical coordinates R, �c, and z
with respect to s numerically, Eq. �6� can be used to calculate
derivatives of B with respect to � and � analytically, while
the derivatives with respect to s are calculated numerically.
Using the reciprocal relation of contravariant and covariant

basis vectors, Eq. �1� can be written as B= �̇ /J�e�+qe�� and
the parallel gradient operator e� ·� �where e� =B /B� can be
written

	e� · � =
�̇

JB

 �

��
+ q

�

��
� =

�̇q

JB

d

d�
	

field line
, �7�

using Eq. �6�, we write

� ln B =
1

2
�
 d

ds
ln�B� + qB�� −

� ln J

�s
� � s −

� ln J

��
� �

−
� ln J

��
� � , �8�

and

�J

�s
=

�es

�s
· e� Ã e� + es ·

�e�

�s
Ã e� + es · e� Ã

�e�

�s
. �9�

The field line curvature vector � is

� � e� · �e� = q
 �̇

JB
�2� d

d�
�e� + qe��

−
1

2

d ln J

d�
�e� + qe�� , �10�
or it can also be written in terms of metric elements as
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� =
�n

�gss
� s +

�g

�gss

 �̇gss

B
���	 − ∧ �s� , �11�

where ∧=gs	 /gss is the local magnetic shear integrated along
the field line �ILMS� as given in Ref. 23 and gij =�i ·�j is
the dot product of the flux coordinates. When the curve un-
der consideration lies within a surface, it is customary to
define curvature components with respect to the surface. The
component of � normal to the surface is called the normal
curvature �n, whereas the component of �, tangent to the
surface, is referred to as the geodesic curvature, �g. The nor-
mal and geodesic components of � are

�n = � ·
�s

��s�
, �g = � · 
 �s

��s�
Ã e�� . �12�

Regions of the configurations with a negative normal curva-
ture are expected to be unstable to local pressure driven in-
stabilities, whereas positive regions are expected to be stable.
The local magnetic shear is the local rate of rotation of the
magnetic field direction and is another equilibrium quantity
that plays an important role in the stability as given in Refs.
24–30 and can be written as12

S = �ŝ � e�� · � Ã �ŝ Ã e�� = �e� · �� ∧

=
�̇2��s�2

JB2 �−
dq

ds
+ 
 �

��
+ q

�

��
�� ��� − q � �� · �s

��s�2 � ,

�13�

where ŝ��s / ��s� is a unit vector normal to the magnetic
surface and pointing outwards.

III. THE DRIFT WAVE MODELS

A simple drift wave equation for a low-� plasma, in
which the electrons response is close to adiabatic, is derived
by employing the i� model. A small nonadiabaticity is in-
cluded in the quasi-neutrality condition ni�ne= �1
+ i��n0e� /Te, which can be due to collisions, wave-particle
resonance, dissipation due to electron trapping, or any other
mechanism preventing electrons from freely moving along
the field line. In the approach followed here, the mechanism
represented by � is independent of the position on the mag-
netic surface and is a free parameter. A conventional drift
wave equation is derived leading to an ordinary differential
equation along the field line by employing the WKB assump-
tion in the coordinates �� ,	 ,�� and by using the standard
ballooning mode formalism, �̂=����exp�−i�−1S�� ,	��. The
resulting eigenvalue equation is written as given in Ref. 12 in
the following form:

d2�

d�2 + U��,��� = 0, �14�

where ���� is the eigenfunction and U�� ,�� is the effective

potential given as
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U��,�� = − 
 JB

qR̄�̇
�2���* + �d���

− 
1 + 
�B0

B
�2

�k̂� · k̂�� + i���2 . �15�

Here,

�* = �*�s� = −
2

�nā
, �n =

Ln

R̄
, � =

R̄�

cs
,

� = �−1q�so

ā

�S

�	
, cs =�Te

mi
, �̂ �

e�

Te
,

�d = �d�s,	,�� = B0R̄
B Ã �� + � ln B�
B2 � · k̂�,

�so =
cs

eB/mi
,

where � is the WKB expansion parameter, S is the ballooning
mode eikonal, Ln is the density scale length, Te is the elec-
tron temperature, and cs is the ion sound speed with electron
temperature.

The perpendicular wave number is given as

k� = �−1 �S

�	
��	 + �kq̇ � s� = �−1q

ā

�S

�	
k̂�

with �k =
�S

�q
/
�S

�	
,

where the normalized perpendicular wave vector is

k̂� = k̂��s,	,�,�k�

=
ā

q
��� − q � � − 
 � − �0

q
− �k�q̇ � s �16�

with �k=�k−�0 and q̇=dq /ds. Equation �14� describes the
universal electron drift modes in the presence of a dissipative
mechanism. The correlation between the growth rate and lo-

FIG. 1. �Color online�. The variation of VMEC input plasma pressure pro
VMEC output rotational transform, ��s� �right�, as a function of flux label �
cal geometry can be clarified and analyzed in rewriting �d
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and the normalized perpendicular wave vector b as

�d = − 2�
R̄

ā� �n

�gss
−

�g

�gss

Bo

B
�g�∧ + �kq̇�� , �17�

b = ��
2 k̂� · k̂�=�0

= 2
�2

q�g
�1 + �Bo/B�2�g

2�∧2 + 2�kq̇ ∧ + ��kq̇�2�� , �18�

where �g� ā2gss /2q.
As discussed in the work of Dewar and Glasser20 the

growth rate depends on the flux surface, the magnetic field
line label, and the radial wave number. In principle one sets
these three parameters and solves for the spectrum. However,
in practice the eigenmode spectrum associated with a spe-
cific set of these three parameters is difficult to construct
since the field line in general is infinitely long passing arbi-
trarily close to every point on a magnetic surface. In lieu of
this issue, a shooting method is employed. With the shooting
method used here, that part of the spectrum localized around
the matching points is emphasized where the continuity of
the eigenmodes is enforced. Hence by moving the matching
point around one therefore recovers the complete spectrum.
One can either do this by keeping the field line fixed and
move the matching point on the field line or by moving from
field line to field line. Formally these two methods are not
identical as in the latter case the three parameters are not
held fixed. However since every field line, on a nonrational
surface, passes arbitrarily close to every point on the surface,
the two spectra obtained are identical in the limit of arbitrary
fine resolution. That both methods work in practice, and give
the same results, can easily be demonstrated numerically as
well. What is done here is slightly more advanced. Since the
growth rate has a maximum at �k=0, �k is redefined in such
a way that it sets the radial mode number to zero at each
matching point and the most unstable modes on the magnetic
surface are picked up. In practice a scan of the �k is not
calculated since the dependence of the eigenmodes with �k is

�s� �left�, used in the calculation of magnetic field configurations and the
file, P
s�.
very weak.
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IV. ITG MODEL

To investigate the ITG instability an advanced fluid
model is used, which is derived in the short wavelength re-
gion taking Boltzmann electrons and using ion continuity,
energy, and parallel momentum equations. The eigenmode
equation as given in Refs. 14 and 15 derived by applying
WKB type assumptions in Boozer coordinates can be written
as

d2�

d�2 + 
 JB

qR̄�̇
�2�H−1
� −

2�

�nā
� + �
�B0

B
�2

�k̂� · k̂��

− ��d�� = 0, �19�

where �= R̄� /Cs, and �=H�, �n=Ln / R̄, Ln
−1=−d ln no /ds,

H = 1 + �−1 +
�−1

� − �5/3����d
��2/3�� +

2�

�nā
��i − 2/3� .

�20�

The physical problem is now reduced to an eigenvalue
equation along the field line, which is similar to the problem

FIG. 2. �Color online�. Magnetic well depth �left

FIG. 3. �Color online�. Cross sections in the QHS case at �o=0, �o=1/4, �o
and the QHS case.
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of a particle in a potential well in quantum mechanics.
Hence, Eqs. �14� and �19� are solved numerically along a
magnetic field line ��� on a given flux surface �s�. This is
solved by applying appropriate boundary condition for large
��� and by demanding continuity of the eigenfunction and its
first derivative at a point �=�o, usually referred to as a
“matching point.” Hence, at a given magnetic surface s, the
eigenfunction � and the corresponding normalized eigenfre-
quency � can be determined for given values of the equilib-
rium plasma density scale length Ln, and the free parameters
� and �k. The former controls the magnitude of the perpen-
dicular wave vector k� and the latter its orientation.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The drift wave equations are solved by a shooting algo-
rithm using a sixth-order Numerov scheme and WKB type
boundary conditions and by demanding continuity of the
function at its first derivative at a matching point. Details of
the boundary conditions and the numerical method used are
given in Refs. 12 and 31.

The input pressure profile used in the calculation of the

ellipticity �right� as a function of flux label �s�.

, and �o=3/4 �left�, and the geometric quantity ��s�2 �right�, for the Mirror
� and
=1/2
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magnetic field configurations of the QHS and the Mirror case
are shown in Fig. 1 together with the �-profile which is an
output from the code. The rotational transform � in the QHS
configuration varies from 1.05 at the center to 1.10 at the
edge, while the transform for the Mirror configuration is very
similar, going from 1.07 at the center to 1.13 at the edge. The
well depth and ellipticity is plotted in Fig. 2 for the QHS and
the Mirror modes of operation. In spite of very different
neoclassical transport, the two configurations have roughly
the same magnetic well depth around 5 %, with a slight hill
toward the plasma edge. However, the Mirror equilibrium is
more elliptic. The stabilization is expected for an elongated
equilibrium due to the reduction of magnetic drift frequency.

The cross sections of the QHS configuration are pro-
vided in Fig. 3 �left�. For the sake of clarity only 6 of the
nested magnetic surfaces are plotted at �o=0.0, �o=1/4, �o

=1/2, and �o=3/4. The full equilibrium has been determined

with 98 magnetic surfaces. The average major radius �R̄� is
1.2 m, the magnetic field strength at the magnetic axis is 0.3

T and the aspect ratio is R̄ / ā=8.6 �ā is the average minor

FIG. 4. �Color online�. Regions of good and bad curvature in the base QHS
configuration at �o=0, �o=1/4, �o=1/2, and �o=3/4 cross sections. The
negative value corresponds to the bad curvature region.

FIG. 5. �Color online�. Variation of �B� in the Mirror case �left� and in the Q

surface s=0.8980.
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radius�. The flux surface shape quantity ��s�2 for the QHS
and the Mirror configurations are plotted in Fig. 3 �right�.
The flux surfaces are more compressed in the Mirror case
than the QHS configuration.

Regions of good and bad curvature in one field period of
the QHS at �o=0.0, �o=1/4, �o=1/2, and �o=3/4 are shown
in Fig. 4. Unlike tokamaks, the regions of good and bad
curvature rotate as a function of toroidal angle in QHS. At
�o=0.0 the good curvature region is on the inside of the
surfaces and bad curvature is on the outside as in tokamak or
conventional stellarator. At �o=1/4 the region of good cur-
vature has moved to the bottom of the device, while, at �o

=1/2 the good curvature has moved to the outside of the
device. Finally, at �o=3/4 the good curvature region has
moved to the top of the flux surfaces.

Figure 5 shows the variation in magnitude of the mag-
netic field strength as a function of � in the QHS �right� and
in the Mirror configuration �left� on the magnetic surface s
=0.8980 along the magnetic field line specified by 	=0 �this
field line passes through the point �o=0.0 and �o=0.0�.

The normalized normal curvature �left� and geodesic
curvature �right� in both configurations as a function of � are
shown in Fig. 6. Helical ripples, which decrease the connec-
tion length between good and bad curvature region, are evi-
dent. Around �=0.0, slightly more bad normal curvature is
found in the QHS case. Therefore, in the QHS case, a rela-
tively higher growth rate is expected for highly localized
modes along the field line. However, the structure of the
geodesic curvature is similar in both geometries.

The local magnetic shear S �left� and the field line bend-

ing term k̂�
2 �right� are shown in Fig. 7. A more negative

local magnetic shear region along the field line is found in
the Mirror case on this specific field line. Therefore the en-
velope of the eigenfunction in the QHS case is expected to
be more localized than in the Mirror case. However, the
growth rate is expected to be the same in both configurations
for the modes localized in the region of �= ±1.0 rad due to
the similar values of the local magnetic shear in that region.

Figures 8�a� and 8�b� show the drift wave spectra calcu-
lated for the QHS and the Mirror configuration using the
cold ion model on the flux surface s=0.8980 using the field
line ��o=0, �o=0�. Here the local magnetic shear is small,
normal curvature is large negative �unfavorable�, and geode-

case �right� along the magnetic field line with �0=0, �0=0 on the magnetic
HS
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sic curvature is zero. The parameter values used are b

= �k��s�2=�2�k̂� · k̂���=�o
= ��−1�s /�	�2��	 ·�	��=�o

=0.1, and

�k=0, �n=Ln / R̄=0.0417, where Ln is the radial density scale
length, and Ln

−1=−d ln n0 /ds ŝ ·�s��=�o
, where ŝ��s / ��s� is

a unit vector normal to the magnetic surface and pointing
outwards. For the QHS case in Fig. 8�a�, the drift wave spec-
trum is obtained in the absence of the driving mechanism
�=0.0, indicated by asterisks and for a finite �=0.001, indi-
cated by squares. Eigenfunctions in different parts of the
spectra are shown as insets. The modes are marginally stable
in the absence of driving mechanism �. For finite �, the
weakly and strongly localized modes are driven unstable. At
low frequencies the modes are extended along the field line
and for higher frequencies they are more localized. This is
the case for both QHS and Mirror configurations. The real
frequency and the growth rate of the most unstable mode on
this field line is found somewhat larger in the QHS case
�6.2312, 0.0054� than for the Mirror �5.6122, 0.0048� con-
figuration. The envelope of the eigenfunction in the QHS
case is found to be slightly more localized than the Mirror
case. Both the larger value of the growth rate and the local-
ization of the modes along the field line can be understood

FIG. 6. �Color online�. Variation of normalized normal curvature, �n / ��s� �
same parameters values as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. �Color online�. Variation of local magnetic shear S �left� and k̂�
2 ���
used in Fig. 5.
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by examining the local characteristics of the field line in
Figs. 5–7.

The effective potential function U of the drift wave
equation �left� and the eigenfunctions of the most unstable
modes �right� for both geometries are plotted in Fig. 9. �B����
is also superimposed on the eigenfunctions. The modes are
localized in the first couple of helical peaks of the potential
and become unstable due to finite �=0.001. However, the
tendency for localizing is more evident in the Mirror con-
figuration due to larger peaks in U��� at �= ±2.5 rad.

Figure 10 gives the mode eigenfrequency �both real fre-
quency and growth rate� of the most unstable modes as a
function of b, other parameters are the same as in Fig. 8. The
squares represent the Mirror case and the diamonds the base
QHS configuration. It is found that as b increases the growth
rate of the modes decrease, which is consistent with earlier
tokamak studies. The QHS case has higher growth rates than
for the Mirror case. The further difference between the two
cases is that the maximum growth rate occurs at b=0.3 for
the QHS case while it occurs for b=0.35 for the Mirror case.
This shift toward shorter wavelength for Mirror equilibrium
suggests a slight reduction in the transport due to a reduced

and geodesic curvature, �g��� �right�, along the magnetic field line for the

� as a function of ballooning angle �. The other parameters are the same as
left�,
�right
 AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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correlation length. However, for higher values of b �shorter
wavelengths�, a similar magnitude in growth rate is found in
both equilibria. As can be seen from the inset eigenfunctions,
the modes become more localized along the field line for
shorter wavelengths, and feel the similar values of the local
magnetic shear along the field line for both equilibria as
discussed in connection with Fig. 7 �left�. However, for
longer wavelengths, modes become extended and modes in

FIG. 8. �Color online�. �a� The drift wave spectrum in the QHS case �the

normalized growth rate R̄� /cs vs the normalized real frequency R̄� /cs� ob-
tained for �n=0.0417, b=0.1, �k=0, along the field line passing through
�0=0, �0=0 on the flux surface s=0.8980. Asterisks represent �=0.0 and the
squares represent �=0.001. �b� The drift wave spectrum �the normalized

growth rate R̄� /cs vs the normalized real frequency R̄� /cs� for the Mirror
case for �=0.001. The other parameters are the same as used in �a�.

FIG. 9. �Color online�. The effective potential, U��� �left�, and the most un

parameters are the same as used in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�.
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the Mirror configurations tend to be influenced by the large
negative local magnetic shear; the growth rate decreases
more rapidly in the Mirror configuration relative to the QHS
configuration.

Figures 11�a� and 11�b� illustrate the variation of the �B�,
local magnetic shear, normal curvature, and geodesic curva-
ture, electron drift growth rate, and local shaping term ��s�
on the magnetic surface s=0.8980 for the QHS and the Mir-
ror configurations, respectively, with all other parameters the
same as in Fig. 8. The figures are plotted on the unit cell 0

�
2�, 0
�
2� /4. The ITG modes in general are im-
portant in explaining the anomalous transport in fusion ma-
chines but in the present operational regimes of HSX,
Te /Ti�1, and �i�1. Hence, only electron drift wave growth
rates are scanned in Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�. Another reason not
to scan most unstable ITG modes on the whole surface is that
they are more extended than the electron drift modes and are
therefore computationally expensive. The highest growth
rate for both QHS and Mirror is found in regions where local
magnetic shear is small, normal curvature is unfavorable and
geodesic curvature and �B� is minimum. On the other hand,
minimum growth rate is found where local magnetic shear is
large negative, normal curvature is good, and �B� is maxi-
mum. A large portion of the magnetic surface for both con-
figurations is nearly shearless. The field lines, which cross
the region of negative values of local magnetic shear, have
the most stable eigenmode. The positive local magnetic shear
in the bad curvature region is found to be destabilizing. This
is due to the coupling of geodesic curvature and local mag-
netic shear which modifies the effect of good or bad curva-
ture �cf. Eq. �17��. Larger ��s� is found at the outer side of
the surface of the Mirror equilibrium, which means that the
neighboring flux surfaces at the outer side are more com-
pressed in Mirror case than in the QHS. Larger value of ��s�
will reduce negative �bad� normal curvature at the outer side
of the surfaces and modify the driving curvature effects �cf.
Eq. �17��. This is the reason for finding the lower growth rate
in the Mirror configuration than in the QHS case at the out-
board points ��o=0.0, �o=0.0� where the curvature is most
destabilizing. The calculations suggest that it is useful to

e eigenfunctions along �B� �right�, for the QHS and Mirror case. The other
stabl
 AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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compress the magnetic surfaces in regions of unfavorable
curvature while making ��s� large in these regions.

A radial scan over the magnetic surface label s is per-
formed for the i� and the ITG models for the QHS and the

FIG. 10. �Color online�. The normalized growth rate, R̄� /cs �left�, and the n
the Mirror case and diamonds the QHS� other parameters are the same as i

FIG. 11. �Color online�. �ai� The B field �left�, the local magnetic shear S �ri
normalized growth rate �left� and the local shaping term ��s� �right� on the u
represents the minimum values. Some magnetic field lines �	=�−q�� are a
shear S �right�; �bii� the normal curvature �left� and the geodesic curvature
�right� on the unit cell in the Mirror configuration for the flux surface s=0.89

�	=�−q�� are also superimposed �solid straight lines�.

ownloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to
Mirror equilibria in Fig. 12. In the scan, b=0.1, �0=0, �n

=0.0417, �k=0, �=0.001, and �=0.008 are kept fixed and for
the ITG case �=0, �=1.0, and �i=2.0, all other parameters
are taken to be the same as for the � case. It must be re-

lized real frequency, R̄� /cs �right�, as a function of b �squares representing
s. 8�a� and 8�b�.

�aii� the normal curvature �left� and the geodesic curvature �right�; �aiii� the
ll in the QHS configuration for the flux surface s=0.8980; solid contour line
perimposed �solid straight lines�. �bi� The B field �left�, the local magnetic
t�; �biii� The normalized growth rate �left� and the local shaping term ��s�
olid contour line represents the minimum values. Some magnetic field lines
orma
ght�;
nit ce
lso su
�righ
80; S
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marked here that �n is not varying during this scan because
our emphasis is to examine the effect of the geometry on the
same mode rather than the effects of density profiles. For
both models the growth rates are higher in the QHS equilib-
rium than in the Mirror equilibrium and the growth rate is
increasing toward the edge. This is a consequence of the

variation of the magnetic filed strength �B��s� and k̂�
2 �s�,

which changes its magnitude from a higher value to a lower
value as �s� increases. This is demonstrated by plotting the
�B��s� and field line bending term as a function of �s�. We
note that both the integrated local magnetic shear and local

FIG. 12. �Color online�. Variation in the i� and �i model growth rates, �B�,
���=�0

, and local magnetic shear S, along the flux label �s� at �o=0.0125, oth
�i=2.0. Squares represent the Mirror and diamonds the QHS case.
magnetic shear are also decreasing with increasing �s�. On
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the other hand, the increase in the growth rate values for the
QHS equilibrium can be understood by the normal curvature
and �B� graphs in which QHS has larger unfavorable curva-
ture and small �B� than the Mirror equilibrium while geodesic
curvature alone does not show any pronounced effect on the
growth rate.

Figure 13 shows the growth rate and frequency as a
function of �i. We note that in both geometries the mode
propagation is in the ion drift direction and the absolute
value of real frequency increases from low values at the

lower �i threshold to around three �R̄� /Cs� at �i�2. How-

al curvature �n, geodesic curvature �g,k̂�
2 , integrated local magnetic shear

rameters are the same as in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, while for ITG, �=1.0, and

norm
er pa
ever, the level of maximum growth rate is found somewhat
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smaller in the Mirror configuration due to the small magnetic
drift frequency. The threshold for instability is approximately
�i�2/3.

As one moves in the poloidal direction the equilibrium
quantities like the magnetic field, normal and geodesic cur-
vature, and local magnetic shear change periodically. There-
fore the spectrum can also vary with changing poloidal angle
�o. This variation is calculated for electron drift and ITG
modes in Fig. 14 for the QHS and Mirror configuration. It is
found that in the i� model, modes are more dependent on the
local shear of the magnetic field than on the normal curva-
ture. However, in the ITG model the role of normal curvature
is dominant. The maximum growth rate is found at the out-
board side where the normal curvature is bad, and the local
magnetic shear and geodesic curvature is zero. However, in
the Mirror case a noticeable growth rate is also found at the
middle point of the surface which lies in the region of favor-
able curvature. This is due to the low magnetic shear and the
large ��s� �see, e.g., Fig 11�a� and 11�c� left�, which reduce
the good curvature region and modify the driving curvature
effects �cf. Eqs. �17� and �18��.

VI. SUMMARY

A detailed comparison of the linear stability of electron
drift modes and ion-temperature-gradient modes �ITG� is
made between quasihelically symmetric �QHS� and Mirror
mode configurations of the HSX �Helically Symmetric Ex-
periment� toroidal stellarator. The magnet coils in the QHS
have been designed so that there is virtually no toroidal cur-
vature in the resulting magnetic field which confines the
plasma. In addition to the modular coils that provide the base
QHS configuration, there is an additional set of auxiliary
coils that allow the neoclassical transport and the stability
limit to be independently controlled. Specifically, operating
HSX in the Mirror mode configuration increases the neoclas-
sical transport and parallel viscous damping by orders of
magnitude �back to the level of conventional stellarators�
without appreciable changes in the rotational transform,
magnetic well depth, or ideal local MHD stability limit. The

FIG. 13. �Color online�. The normalized growth rate, R̄� /cs �left�, and the n
the Mirror case and diamonds the QHS� for �n=0.0417, b=0.1, �=1.0, �k=
influence of plasma geometry on linear drift waves is studied
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in the QHS configuration and the results are compared and
contrasted with the results of a Mirror mode configuration
which has high neoclassical transport. The important ques-
tion discussed here is whether one stellarator geometry is
favored over another or if an effective optimization is pos-
sible with regard to microinstabilities. The cold ion model
used to describe electron drift modes is derived from the
fluid dynamics for ions in electrostatic regime whereas elec-
tron response is assumed to be close to adiabatic while the
ITG model is derived in the short wavelength region by us-
ing a two fluid reactive model that includes first order FLR
effects as well as parallel ion dynamics and Boltzmann elec-
tron. The eigenvalue problem for the drift wave equations is
solved numerically using the ballooning mode formalism in
fully three-dimensional stellarator geometries. In the cold ion
model, the highest frequency modes are strongly localized
while the low frequency modes are weakly localized along
the field lines. For a finite contribution of �, the high fre-
quency modes are unstable and the highest frequency and
most strongly localized modes have the largest growth rate,
while the low frequency modes are damped. It is found that
the existence of the high frequency modes and their localiza-
tion along the field lines are strongly dependent on the local
shear and normal curvature of the magnetic field, however,
they are less effected by geodesic curvature. Eigenfunctions
are found to be more localized in the QHS than the Mirror
equilibrium. This is found to be due to the difference in the
curvature and the local magnetic shear, which localize the
modes along the field lines and constrains them. The mini-
mum growth rate is found in the regions where normal cur-
vature is good and local magnetic shear is large and negative.
The large positive local magnetic shear is found to be desta-
bilizing in the bad curvature region. Unstable drift modes are
found in both favorable and unfavorable curvature regions.
This is partly due to keeping the dissipative mechanism con-
stant. A slight shift toward shorter wavelength is found in the
spectrum of the unstable modes for the Mirror case. This
shift may tend to reduce the transport by reducing the corre-
lation length in the plasma. Near the axis the growth rate is

lized real frequency, R̄� /cs �right�, as a function of �i �squares representing
ng the same field line as in Fig. 5.
orma
small and it increases toward the outer surfaces. This can be
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due to field line bending k̂�
2 , which is large at the center and

small at the edge. The smaller growth rate found in the Mir-
ror case is due to small bad curvature and large �B� in Mirror
geometry. An additional effect is due to the large ��s� in the
Mirror case, i.e., neighboring flux surfaces at unfavorable
region are found more compressed in the Mirror case. The
threshold of stability of the ITG modes in terms of �i is
found to be 2/3 in this fluid model consistent with the small-
est threshold for toroidal geometry with adiabatic electrons.
Optimization to favorable drift wave stability has small field
line curvature, short connection lengths, the proper combina-
tion of geodesic curvature and local magnetic shear, large

FIG. 14. �Color online�. Variation in the growth rate, local magnetic shear
�0=0 lines in the QHS �left� and Mirror configuration �right�. �B� is the cros
for b=0.1, �=0.001, �n=0.0417, �k=0.0 and for the ITG modes �=0.00, �=
is used in the � model.
values of local magnetic shear, and the compression of flux
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surfaces in the unfavorable curvature region. In most of these
studies, a simplified adiabatic electrons response is used.
Progress on a more rigorous treatment of the electrons will
be reported that accounts for toroidally and helically trapped
particles and Landau resonances in stellarator geometry.
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